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Models of Computation

- Any non-trivial functionality must involve some kind of computation.
- It is beneficial to specify the functionality just at the abstraction level of the computation.
  - It’s intuitive.
  - Computations are behavioral. No implementation detail is necessary.
  - Computations are based on mathematics. There may exist tools to automate the remaining design process.
- Models of Computation (MoCs)
  - Serve as basis to reason about computation/constraints
  - Utilize formal language, e.g. certain kind of mathematics
  - May have different supported features, complexity, and expressive power.
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Common MoCs

- MoCs define computations by specifying when to perform operations.
  - The time here is not absolute time but relative ordering.
  - So ultimately it depends on how synchronizations are employed.
- Fully synchronized model: Finite State Machine
- Fully ordered without synchronization: Sequential Programs
- No synchronization at all: Dataflow
- We will first focus on FSM and move to other models in the next few weeks.
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Finite-State Machine (FSM)

\[ < S, I, O, f, h > \]

- Set of states \( S \)
- Set of input symbols \( I \)
- Set of output symbols \( O \)
- Next-state function \( f : S \times I \rightarrow S \)
- Output function \( h : S \times I \rightarrow O \)
- Some systems may specify initial states and/or final states
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Representations of FSM

- **Graph representation**
  - States as vertices
  - State transitions as edges (annotated with inputs/outputs)
  - Intuitive, but if there are too many possible states, it becomes unmanageable.

- **Functional representation**
  - If one can efficiently specify \( f \) and \( h \), then the FSM can be simulated from any initial state and a trace of inputs, fulfilling most computational tasks.
  - Can handle extremely large systems
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Implement FSMs

- Hardware: as Synchronous Circuits
  - Utilize the connection between functional representation and RTL
  - Exact one state transition happens per clock cycle.
  - High speed/low power/energy consumption
  - Usually known as cycle-accurate behavior

- Software: follow either graph or functional representations
  - Tedious, better to have tools to generate code
  - Not efficient in both time and power
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Consider an application that requires to validate user inputted numbers

- Assume the input is a character string
- End of string must be \texttt{enter}.

A valid integer

- If the first character is not a digit, then it must be either + or -.
- Except the first character and the ending \texttt{enter}, all characters are digits.
- The most significant digit must not be 0.
- The integer may contain arbitrary number of digits.

Additional tasks

- Deal with floating-point numbers
- Extract the number during validation
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- Starting from S0
- Process exactly one character per transition
- This simple example accepts numbers like 1.2, 4.5, but not 11 or 1.21.
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From the FSM model, it will be much easier for the designers to utilize tools at hand to implement the validation as either hardware or software.

Such problems are special cases of Regular Expressions. It is used almost everywhere when text is processed. Many places require to run it very efficiently, e.g. to filter certain information from the network at realtime.

Regular expressions can be modeled by a special kind of FSMs called nondeterministic FSM.

There is a mapping from graph representation of nondeterministic FSM to RTL, which enable one to implement it quite efficiently in hardware.

The challenge in hardware implementation is reconfigurability without much overhead.

Software implementations are based on the same idea but are much more awkward.
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Summary

- Models define abstraction levels.
- Choose proper models increases designer’s productivity.